10 Steps to Manipulating the African Group to Promote
Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE)
The following 10 steps were and are being used by UN agencies in partnership with wealthy
government and sexual rights activist NGOs to pressure African governments to accept
comprehensive sexuality education in UN negotiations.
Step 1. Bypass the African 3rd committee UN experts in New York, the majority of whom
understand the serious harms of CSE and have opposed it on behalf of their countries.
Step 2. Go around the African UN experts by holding a conference for unsuspecting African
ministers and convince the ministers that CSE will solve many, if not all of their problems including
poverty, teen pregnancy, gender equality, child marriage, HIV/AIDS, etc. In fact, claim it has been
proven to solve every serious problem Africans face. Have multiple UN agencies that are behind CSE
sponsor this meeting, which will also be sponsored by International Planned Parenthood (IPPF).
Step 3. Do not show the ministers the actual CSE curriculum you want the ministers to endorse
because they will not endorse CSE if they know it advances LGBT and abortion rights and condones
teen sex among other things. Do not show the ministers CSE programs from WHO or UNESCO or
IPPF. (Click here to see examples of their radical and explicit CSE guidelines)
Step 4. Do not let the African ministers know that the African Group experts in New York regularly
oppose comprehensive sexuality education in UN negotiations and that one of the main purposes
of the ministerial declaration is to pressure the African UN experts into changing their position on
CSE.
Step 5. Tell the African ministers that studies show that CSE will delay sexual debut and prevent
teen pregnancy and that it has proven not to increase promiscuous behavior.
Step 6. Draft a declaration for the ministers to sign as the outcome document of their conference
that claims that CSE will solve many of their problems and get them to commit in the Declaration
to implement CSE in their countries. Click here to see the African ministers’ declaration calling for
CSE.
Step 7. Bring the African CSE Declaration to New York and have Zambia, one of the few African
countries aligned with the CSE agenda invite the African experts to a special breakfast called
“Making the Case for Comprehensive Sexuality Education for All Young People.” Pressure
the African experts at the breakfast with this declaration to accept CSE in UN documents. Click here
to see the breakfast invitation.
Step 8. Make the African experts feel like they can no longer oppose CSE since some of their
ministers signed the declaration committing to implement CSE. Do this with the intention of
getting the UN experts to accept CSE in the UN Commission on Population and Development (CPD)
outcome document and also as a target or indicator in the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
Step 9. Have Zambia and South Africa take the lead in trying to break the African position against
CSE. (Click here to see notes found from a secret meeting between Zambia, South Africa and

Western governments and NGOs pushing CSE. The notes outline their plan to break the unity of the
African Group.)
Step 10. Get CSE civil society activists on several African delegations to the UN Commission on
Population and Development so they can break the African position on CSE. Click here to see how
one NGO activist funded by the Netherlands boasts about how he got on the Uganda CPD
delegation.
And this is how it is done!
So how can African governments counteract these deceptive strategies?
Please encourage them to stay strong against "comprehensive sexuality education" or "comprehensive
education on human sexuality" or any other references to "comprehensive" education related to human
sexuality (replace with “sex education”) in the CPD document or in the SDG targets or indicators.

